
Swing Baby   
 
 Count: 32 Wall: 4  Level: Beginner ECS 

Choreographer: Christina Yang (Oct. 2013) 

 Music: Swing Baby by Jin Young Park 

 

 
 

On the voice is over, start the dance after 32 counts - No tag, No restart 
 
[1-8] RF diagonal forward kick, replace, LF flick, LF diagonal forward kick, replace, twist both heel right, 
center, right, center 
1-4  RF diagonal forward kick(1), replace the RF and flick the LF at the same time(&), LF diagonal 
forward kick(2), replace the LF(&) twist both heel right(3), both heel center(&), twist both heel right(4), both heel 
center(&) 
5-8  RF diagonal forward kick(1), replace the RF and flick the LF at the same time(&), LF diagonal 
forward kick(2), replace the LF(&) twist both heel right(3), both heel center(&), twist both heel right(4), both heel 
center(&) 
 
[9-16] Diamond step(RLRL), 1/4 turn to R with diamond step(RLRL)  
1-4  RF cross over LF(1), LF cross over RF(2), RF backward walk(3), LF side to L(4) 
5-8  RF cross over LF(5), 1/4 turn to R with LF cross over RF(6), RF backward walk(7), LF side to L(8) 
 
[17-24] RF side, LF cross over RF, RF side, LF cross over RF, move in a circle to R, LF closed to RF 
1-4  RF side to R(1), LF cross over RF(2), RF side to R(3), LF cross over RF(4) 
5-8  RF forward walk in a circle to R(5,6,7), LF closed to RF(8), 
 
[25-32] LF side, RF cross over LF, LF side, RF cross over LF, move in a circle to L, RF closed to LF  
1-4  LF side to L(1), RF cross over LF(2), LF side to L(3), RF cross over LF(4) 
5-8&  LF forward walk in a circle to L(5,6,7), RF closed to LF(8), RF flick(&) 
 
Note: When you go on the RF, raise both hands to R side and go on the LF, raise both hands to L side from 
9 to 32 counts. 
 
Contact: chrisjj1073@yahoo.com 


